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SUMMARY 

The results of a magnetometry prospection of a part of the Cucuteni-Trypillian settlement 
Zalukva near the city of Halych, obtained on the basis of surveys with proton and fluxgate 
magnetometers an area of about 6000 m2, are presented. Several high-amplitude magnetic 
anomalies caused by magnetized remains of burnt clay dwellings of the Trypillian culture 
have been identified. A conclusion about the circular nature of the construction of this 
settlement is made. 
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Introduction 
 
Magnetometry among other non-invasive geophysical methods for studying the archaeological 
environment is considered the most informative for mapping the settlements of the Cucuteni-
Trypillian cultural complex. In many international projects (Chapman et al., 2014, 2019, Hofmann et 
al., 2019, Ohlrau, 2019, Rud et al., 2019) on the study of Trypillian settlements within the Middle 
Dniester region, the interfluve of the Southern Bug and the Dnieper, high-quality geomagnetic plans 
make it possible to study the features of the planning structure of Trypillian settlements, determine the 
number of dwellings and their inhabitants, build demographic models, trace elements of defensive 
fortifications etc. 
In the Carpathian region in the Upper Dniester region, although on a smaller scale, magnetic 
prospecting is also used to study the settlements of the Linear Pottery Ceramic and Cucuteni-
Trypillian Cultures. To the north of the city of Halych in 2011, at the multi-layer settlement of 
Bilshivtsi, the gradient magnetic survey was carried out (Saile et al., 2016). According to the results 
of the research, high-amplitude magnetic anomalies identified with Trypillian complex were found. 
From 2020 to 2022 the Department of Archeology and the Department of Cultural Heritage Protection 
of the "Davniy Halych" National Reserve carried out an archaeological research excavation on the 
settlement of Zalukva in the Upper Dniester region, near the town of Halych. The site is on the left 
bank of the river Lukva, approximately 3 km from its confluence with the river Dniester. 
Starting from 2021, at the Zalukva site, scientists from the Carpathian Branch of Subbotin Institute of 
Geophysics of the NAS of Ukraine are also carrying out magnetometric studies around the 
archaeological excavations in order to study the structure of the settlement, to identify the remains of 
remains burnt mud houses known as Trypillian sites, represented by layers of highly magnetized 
scorched clay.  
 
Methodology and results of investigations 
 
In addition, a first magnetometer survey was carried out in May 2021. This covered an area of  
1 400 m2 and centered on the Cucuteni-Trypillian culture activity discovered during the excavation. 
The equipment used was a PMP-5B proton magnetometer. The modulus of the full vector of the 
magnetic field T was measured with an accuracy of ±1 nT along with profiles with a step of 0.5 m 
(red points on the map, fig.1 (a)) and a distance between the profiles of 1 m. The magnetometer sensor 
was attached to an aluminum rod at a distance of 0.4 m from the horizontal surface, which was moved 
by the operator from point to point (0.5 m). Variations of the external magnetic field were removed 
using the MV-01 magnetic variation station, synchronously in time with measurements along with the 
profiles. 
This work led to the identification of several distinct magnetic anomalies, which are most likely 
related to the excavated Cucuteni-Trypillian archeological site. Here the remains of dwellings are 
represented by a layer of highly magnetized burnt clay with a magnetic susceptibility (MS, χ) of 
calcined red-brown clay at a depth of 0.50 m in the southern wall of the excavation,  
χ = (700-800) 10-8 m3 ∙ kg-1. (fig.2). 
To this end, an area 6x3 m was excavated to a depth of 0.45 - 0.50 m. There, just above the sterile 
yellow loess, deposits of burnt clay were uncovered. This is interpreted as the remains of a clay-
plastered structure relating to the Cucuteni-Trypillian culture and dating to the Early Neolithic (fig.2). 
In the northern part of the excavation area a cluster of artefacts were recovered that included portions 
of 10 querns (for grinding grain), fragments of clay plaster,  numerous sherds of pottery, along with 
20 fragments of river stone. On stylistic grounds, the pottery is of the Cucuteni-Trypillian culture and 
can be assigned to stage B II. Fragments of a dark gray pottery with crushed flint inclusions, including 
the distinctive upper portion of a vessel with an evenly cut edge, indicate the presence of a cultural 
layer of the Noah culture. Later, in the Early Iron Age, the area was inhabited by the Gáva-Holigrady 
culture, a subtype of the Urnfield culture. 
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The largest magnetic anomaly/anomalous zone (64 m2), is located near the center of the site (fig.1 (a), 
No.1). It consists of one positive magnetic anomaly with an amplitude of more than 80 nT, oriented 
from south-west to north-east. This anomaly runs up to the edge of the excavated area and the two are 
clearly part of the same complex of activity. A second positive anomaly, but with a smaller amplitude 
(20 nT), lies in the northern portion of the study area, oriented in east-west. Between them is a 
circular, negative anomaly (up to -40 nT). Approximately 14 m to the north-west of the center of the 
largest anomaly is another with an intensity of over 100 nT (fig.1 anomaly No.2). In terms of its 
morphological features, size, amplitude, and orientation, it is surprisingly like the previous. For these 
reasons this anomaly may be tentatively identified as a structure similar in forma and date to the Early 
Neolithic it is possible that this too is and may be tentatively associated with a similar Cucuteni-
Trypillian dwelling discovered in the excavation. 
 

 
Figure 1 Surface magnetic map constructed by Golden Surfer 12 Software obtained via measuring 
with proton magnetometr PMP-5B, (a) and fluxgate portable double triaxial magnetometer MagWalk 
(b) on the Cucuteni-Trypillian culture site Zalukva. Numbers indicate magnetic anomalies associated 
with the Cucuteni-Tripillian culture and described in the text 
 
In 2022, a fluxgate portable double triaxial magnetometer MagWalk Sensys with resolution of 0.3 nT 
and sampling rate of 200 Hz was used for further geomagnetic surveying. The MagWalk survey 
covered the previous area surveyed by the proton magnetometer and also covered a new area of  
4 600 m2 .The measurements were carried out with MagWalk magnetometer in the upright aside the 
body position with bottom sensor height above ground 0.4 m on a 1x1 meter grid on 20x20 meter 
squares. A significant advantage of the MagWalk compared to a proton magnetometer is its speed and 
the ability to cover large areas in a shorter time. The disadvantage is that the device is difficult to 
work on rough terrain with shrubs and trees. A weak internal GPS module in the device, due to which 
inaccurate tracks are recorded, on which a grid is subsequently formed and a magnetic map is built. 
As can be seen from fig.1 (b) areas where there were trees and bushes are highlighted with white 
spots. 
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The results of the research showed the presence of magnetic anomalies in the study area (No.5-8), 
which, in terms of their morphological features, size, amplitude and orientation along the long 
southwest-northeast axis, are similar to the previous ones (No.1-4) and also, most likely, associated 
with Trypillian site found in excavations. 
It is likely that the mapped magnetic anomalies associated with the Trypillian houses belong to the 
ring structure of the building, characteristic of the Cucuteni-Trypillian cultural complex. The line of 
magnetic anomalies No.4-3-1-2-5-6 is extended in the southeast-northwest direction for a length of 
about 75 m. 
 

 
Figure 2 View of the archaeological excavation of Trypillian site Zalukva with layer (ploshadka) of 
highly magnetized burnt clay 
 
The distance between individual Trypillian houses ranges from 8 to 20 meters. It is likely that there 
are many more dwellings in this line, but the presence of dense trees and shrubs does not allow 
magnetic survey to cover a large area to the southeast in the direction of the Lukva River.One of the 
interesting results is that at a distance of about 50 m from the described chain of magnetic anomalies 
(No.4-3-1-2-5-6) in the direction to the northeast, magnetic anomalies No.7 and 8 were found, which, 
possibly, form the second ring (inner) with Trypillian dwellings. 
However, to the northwest of anomalies No.7 and 8, no magnetic anomalies similar in amplitude and 
size were found. For further study of the Zalukva settlement, it is necessary to cover a much larger 
area with a magnetic survey. There is such an opportunity further to the northwest at a distance of 
more than 100 m, where there are large agricultural lands and where it will be convenient to conduct a 
magnetic survey and study the planning structure of this Trypillian settlement. 
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Conclusions 
 
The current research shows that the first layer of the settlement belonged to the early stage (stage A) 
of the Trypilla culture. We have a buried object (pit). The second layer belonged to stage B II of the 
Trypillan culture. Remains of clay structures (dwelling) belong to this time, and possibly all structures 
detected by geomagnetic scanning. The third layer (a pit and fragments of ceramics discovered in the 
excavation and in the field belong to the culture of the Bronze Age of Noua. Taken together, the 
archaeological excavation proved the existence of Early Neolithic settlement related to the Cucuteni-
Trypillian culture at this location, while the magnetometer provided a tantalizing glimpse of the 
potential scale of that settlement. Without further, targeted excavation and survey it is too early to talk 
about the scale of the settlement, building plans, or even the original number of structures. 
Nonetheless, it appears safe to say that the recorded structures share the same south-west to north-east 
orientation and that there was an average 8-20 m space left between buildings. The discovery of what 
appears to be an unusual, circular structure is also an exciting development that deserves to be 
investigated further. Looking towards future research, it is clear that the results of the non-invasive 
magnetometer survey may be used as a guide to purposefully and productively target archaeological 
features and structures for detailed investigation. 
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